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• Maintain spatio-temporal consistency in the adjustments applied.

 Use previously adjusted stations as a framework as worst 
problems removed.

• Use maximum amount of data

 Base on 1966-95 climatology to maximise the number of 
station records.

• Identify breaks and adjust with reference to a background expectation 
field.

 Use neighbour difference series and statistical test along 
with metadata.

 Manual confirmation 
 Iterative procedure to a final dataset
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Gibraltar. Black crosses - metadata, black line - neighbour difference series, green 
line- neighbours, blue line – station. KS-test is applied to difference series <0.1 
yellow, <0.05 orange, <0.01 red. Blue lines indicate where adjustments applied.

Homogenisation: Gibraltar
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RAW PREVIOUS
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• The uncertainty in trends is not well understood
 Internal uncertainty is largely quoted, if any at all for a 

given dataset
 Structural uncertainty expected to be the largest source of 

uncertainty

• Require multiple datasets to assess the true 
structural uncertainty

• Homogenisation is usually manually intensive
 HadAT took approx. 2 man years effort to develop.
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• There are numerous subjective choices inevitably 
made. 

• Arises because basic observations fundamentally 
lack SI traceability (that is being kind and 
circumspect).

• We identified all obvious subjective choices made 
and pulled them out as tunable system keywords.

• Initial ensembles were very small and involved 
mainly systematic experimentation.
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• Took simulated data from a model (prescribed SST’s, 
human and natural forcings)

• Sub-sampled to day/night observation coverage
• Applied four different error models containing known 

breakpoints
• True trend known! 
• 100 member ensembles produced (random choice of 

tuneable parameters) for the error models, control 
(no breakpoints) and observations
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Distribution of breakpoint size at 50hPa for day-time 
error models

Many different 
assumptions 
made during 
derivation of each 
error model
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Shifts the trend towards the truth but underestimates the magnitude of the 
trend bias

Unable to capture the truth for ‘removal of signal’ error model

Hence unable to place upper-bound when applied to observations

boxplots = trends from each 100 member ensemble (box denotes interquartile range)    
crosses = unadjusted trends dotted line = true trend

Tropical tropospheric satellite era trends (1979-2003)
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• To date only internal system settings had been 
considered.

• Further experimentation undertaken along with 
visits from other groups:
 Timestep (seasonal and now monthly and 5-day)
 Neighbour weighting
 Neighbour blacklisting from the adjustment step
 Use of entirely different adjustment technique
 Etc. 
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• Several of the additional experiments yielded 
behaviour characteristics that were error model 
dependent.

• Others, however, showed consistent behaviour 
across error models at least as good as the 
previous analysis.
 Alternative adjustment
 Monthly and 5-day
 New seasonal ensemble

• Used conditional probability framework to 
combine the information to provide a unified 
estimate of the real world trend behaviour.
 Note this bit yet to be submitted ...!
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Combined estimate results from:

1. Transformation of observed 
results by scaling assuming that 
the real world is like error model

2. Combining resulting estimates 
within each error model 

3. Assuming each error model is 
equiprobable taking the sum of the 
resulting estimates to be the true 
solution distribution

4. Results are relatively insensitive to 
inclusion of individual error models 
/ experiments

There exist other ways to do such a 
recombination …
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• Automation – benefit of multiple realisations 
substantially outweighs costs

• Creation of a set of benchmarks – otherwise no 
clue as to limitations

• Working in a team and collaborating with external 
partners

• Really testing methodological assumptions by 
systematic experimentation
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• Although there was some version controlling of 
software it ended up sprawling and not tightly 
controlled. Not suitable in development stages?

• Lack of metadata and questionable provenance a 
major issue

• Too often would get pulled onto other activities. 
Need to clear head room.

• There were no clear decision points ahead of time 
as to when to finish and a lot of the design was as 
we went along.

• Too focussed on the trend metric

• Never assessed the breakpoint id statistic
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• Creation of benchmarks and assessment ideally 
would be blind to algorithm developers

• From the outset have a plan
 Design a flexible modular system where each and every 

non-rigorous basis choice has at least three legal settings
 Breakpoint statistic

 Use of metadata

 Choices pertaining to adjustment 

 Etc. (in reality there are v. v. many)

 Internal system choices

 THEN system external choices 

• Design in decision points with hard criteria before 
starting
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• Assess against a broad range of metrics, not just 
trends

• Ensure that the code and easily servable (pref. all!) 
process metadata were stored in such a way as to 
be easily pushed to the big bad world

• Avoid institution / platform specific coding work 
arounds like the plague

• Code in ways that are accessible from the outset –
its easier than reverse engineering!

• Entrain input from trained statisticians, metrologists 
and others rather than trying to go it alone.
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